Structure and specificities of anti-ganglioside autoantibodies associated with motor neuropathies.
Autoantibodies that bind to GM1 ganglioside and asialo GM1 (GA1) have been implicated in the pathogenesis of motor neuropathies. To investigate the structure and specificity of these autoantibodies, peripheral blood B cells from patients with motor neuron diseases and from normal individuals were immortalized by EBV, and B cells secreting anti-GM1 or GA1 antibodies were cloned. We report an analysis of the structure and specificities of eight autoantibodies from patients with motor neuropathy, and two from normal individuals. Four antibodies were IgM, six were IgG, and all bound predominantly to GA1. The sequences of V domains of H and L chains were determined by a reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction procedure. A variety of V genes were used to encode these antibodies: four VH1, two VH3, three VH4, one VH5, two V kappa I, two V kappa II, three V kappa III, and two V lambda II. Most V genes (13/19) exhibited less than 95% similarity to known germ-line genes, which suggests that somatic mutation was required to generate these autoantibodies, or that the relevant germ-line genes have not been identified. The average length of the H chain CDR3 was 16 amino acids, and in three antibodies this segment contained more than 20 amino acids. It was not possible to identify amino acid sequences that were encoded by germ-line D segments by conventional alignment of sequences. Partial analogies could be identified by introducing gaps, allowing mismatches and searching for D-D fusions and inversions. These results indicate that anti-GA1 antibodies can be encoded by a variety of VH-VL pairs, that the antibodies exhibit extensive somatic mutation, and that the CDR3 segments are generated by a number of nonconventional mechanisms.